One may express favor (or disfavor) towards a target by using positive or negative language. Here for the first time we present a dataset of tweets annotated for whether the tweeter is in favor of or against pre-chosen targets, as well as for sentiment. These targets may or may not be referred to in the tweets, and they may or may not be the target of opinion in the tweets. We develop a simple stance detection system that outperforms all 19 teams that participated in a recent shared task competition on the same dataset (SemEval-2016 Task #6). Additionally, access to both stance and sentiment annotations allows us to conduct several experiments to tease out their interactions. We show that while sentiment features are useful for stance classification, they alone are not sufficient. We also show the impacts of various features on detecting stance and sentiment, respectively.
Introduction
Stance detection is the task of automatically determining from text whether the author of the text is in favor of, against, or neutral towards a proposition or target. The target may be a person, an organization, a government policy, a movement, a product, etc. For example, one can infer from Barack Obama's speeches that he is in favor of stricter gun laws in the US. Similarly, people often express stance towards various target entities through posts on online forums, blogs, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram, etc.
Automatically detecting stance has widespread applications in information retrieval, text summarization, and textual entailment. Over the last decade, there has been active research in modeling stance. However, most work focuses on congressional debates (Thomas et al., 2006) or debates in online forums (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2009; Murakami and Raymond, 2010; Anand et al., 2011; Walker et al., 2012; Hasan and Ng, 2013) . Here we explore the task of detecting stance in Twitter-a popular microblogging platform where people often express stance implicitly or explicitly.
The task we explore is formulated as follows: given a tweet text and a target entity (person, organization, movement, policy, etc.) , automatic natural language systems must determine whether the tweeter is in favor of the given target, against the given target, or whether neither inference is likely. For example, consider the target-tweet pair:
Target: legalization of abortion (1) Tweet: The pregnant are more than walking incubators, and have rights! Humans can deduce from the tweet that the tweeter is likely in favor of the target. 1 Note that lack of evidence for 'favor' or 'against', does not imply that the tweeter is neutral towards the target. It may just mean that we cannot deduce stance from the tweet. In fact, this is a common phenomenon. On the other hand, the number of tweets from which we can infer neutral stance is expected to be small. An example is shown below:
Target: Hillary Clinton (2) Tweet: Hillary Clinton has some strengths and some weaknesses.
Stance detection is related to, but different from, sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis tasks are formulated as determining whether a piece of text is positive, negative, or neutral, or determining from text the speaker's opinion and the target of the opinion (the entity towards which opinion is expressed). However, in stance detection, systems are to determine favorability towards a given (prechosen) target of interest. The target of interest may not be explicitly mentioned in the text and it may not be the target of opinion in the text. For example, consider the target-tweet pair below:
Target: Donald Trump (3) Tweet: Jeb Bush is the only sane candidate in this republican lineup.
The target of opinion in the tweet is Jeb Bush, but the given target of interest is Donald Trump. Nonetheless, we can infer that the tweeter is likely to be unfavorable towards Donald Trump. Also note that, in stance detection, the target can be expressed in different ways which impacts whether the instance is labeled 'favor' or 'against'. For example, the target in example 1 could have been phrased as 'pro-life movement', in which case the correct label for that instance is 'against'. Also, the same stance (favor or against) towards a given target can be deduced from positive tweets and negative tweets. This interaction between sentiment and stance has not been adequately addressed in past work, and an important reason for this is the lack of a dataset annotated for both stance and sentiment.
Our contributions are as follows: (1) We create the first tweets dataset labeled for stance, target of opinion, and sentiment. More than 4,000 tweets are annotated for whether one can deduce favorable or unfavorable stance towards one of five targets 'Atheism', 'Climate Change is a Real Concern', 'Feminist Movement', 'Hillary Clinton', and 'Legalization of Abortion'. Each of these tweets is also annotated for whether the target of opinion expressed in the tweet is the same as the given target of interest. Finally, each tweet is annotated for whether it conveys positive, negative, or neutral sentiment.
(2) Partitions of this stance-annotated data were used as training and test sets in the SemEval-2016 shared task competition 'Task #6: Detecting Stance in Tweets' (Mohammad et al., 2016b) . Participants were provided with 2,914 training instances labeled for stance for the five targets. The test data included 1,249 instances. The task received submissions from 19 teams. The best performing system obtained an overall average Fscore of 67.82. Their approach employed two recurrent neural network (RNN) classifiers: the first was trained to predict task-relevant hashtags on a very large unlabeled Twitter corpus. This network was used to initialize a second RNN classifier, which was trained with the provided training data.
(3) We propose a stance detection system that is much simpler than the SemEval-2016 Task #6 winning system (described above), and yet obtains an even better F-score of 70.32 on the shared task's test set. We use a linear-kernel SVM classifier that relies on features drawn from the training instances-such as word and character ngrams-as well as those obtained using external resources-such as sentiment features from lexicons and word-embedding features from additional unlabeled data.
(4) We conduct experiments to better understand the interaction between stance and sentiment and the factors influencing their interaction. We use the gold labels to determine the extent to which stance can be determined simply from sentiment. We apply the stance detection system (mentioned above in (3)), as a common text classification framework, to determine both stance and sentiment. Results show that while sentiment features are substantially useful for sentiment classification, they are not as effective for stance classification. Word embeddings improve the performance of both stance and sentiment classifiers. Further, even though both stance and sentiment detection are framed as three-way classification tasks on a common dataset where the majority class baselines are similar, automatic systems perform markedly better when detecting sentiment than when detecting stance towards a given target. Finally, we show that stance detection towards the target of interest is particularly challenging when the tweeter expresses opinion about an entity other than the target of interest. In fact, the text classification system performs close to majority baseline for such instances.
All of the stance data, including annotations for target of opinion and sentiment, are made freely available through the shared task website and the homepage for this Stance Project. 
A Dataset for Stance from Tweets
The stance annotations we use are described in detail in Mohammad et al. (2016a) . We summarize below how we compiled a set of tweets and targets for stance annotation, the questionnaire and crowdsourcing setup used for stance annotation, and an analysis of the stance annotations. We first identified a list of target entities that were commonly known in the United States and also topics of debate: 'Atheism', 'Climate Change is a Real Concern", 'Feminist Movement', 'Hillary Clinton', and 'Legalization of Abortion'. Next, we compiled a small list of hashtags, which we will call query hashtags, that people use when tweeting about the targets. We split these hashtags into three categories: (1) favor hashtags: expected to occur in tweets expressing favorable stance towards the target (for example, #Hillary4President), (2) against hashtags: expected to occur in tweets expressing opposition to the target (for example, #HillNo), and (3) stanceambiguous hashtags: expected to occur in tweets about the target, but are not explicitly indicative of stance (for example, #Hillary2016). Table 1 lists examples of hashtags used for each of the targets.
Next, we polled the Twitter API to collect close to 2 million tweets containing these hashtags (query hashtags). We discarded retweets and tweets with URLs. We kept only those tweets where the query hashtags appeared at the end. This reduced the number of tweets to about 1.7 million. We removed the query hashtags from the tweets to exclude obvious cues for the classification task. Since we only select tweets that have the query hashtag at the end, removing them from the tweet often still results in text that is understandable and grammatical.
Note that the presence of a stance-indicative hashtag is not a guarantee that the tweet will have the same stance. 3 Further, removal of query hash-3 A tweet that has a seemingly favorable hashtag may in tags may result in a tweet that no longer expresses the same stance as with the query hashtag. Thus we manually annotate the tweet-target pairs after the pre-processing described above. For each target, we sampled an equal number of tweets pertaining to the favor hashtags, the against hashtags, and the stance-ambiguous hashtags. This helps in obtaining a sufficient number of tweets pertaining to each of the stance categories. Note that removing the query hashtag can sometimes result in tweets that do not explicitly mention the target. Consider:
Target: Hillary Clinton (4) Tweet: Benghazi must be answered for #Jeb16
The query hashtags '#HillNo' was removed from the original tweet, leaving no mention of Hillary Clinton. Yet there is sufficient evidence (through references to Benghazi and #Jeb16) that the tweeter is likely against Hillary Clinton. Further, conceptual targets such as 'legalization of abortion' (much more so than person-name targets) have many instances where the target is not explicitly mentioned.
Stance Annotation
The core instructions given to annotators for determining stance are shown below. 4 Additional descriptions within each option (not shown here) make clear that stance can be expressed in many different ways, for example by explicitly supporting or opposing the target, by supporting an entity aligned with or opposed to the target, by re-tweeting somebody else's tweet, etc. We also asked a second question pertaining to whether the target of opinion expressed in the tweet is the same as the given target of interest. fact oppose the target; and this is not uncommon. 4 The full set of instructions is made available on the shared task website: http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task6/.
Target of Interest: [target entity] Tweet: [tweet with query hashtag removed]
Q: From reading the tweet, which of the options below is most likely to be true about the tweeter's stance or outlook towards the target:
1. We can infer from the tweet that the tweeter supports the target 2. We can infer from the tweet that the tweeter is against the target 3. We can infer from the tweet that the tweeter has a neutral stance towards the target 4. There is no clue in the tweet to reveal the stance of the tweeter towards the target (support/against/neutral) Q2: From reading the tweet, which of the options below is most likely to be true about the focus of opinion/sentiment in the tweet:
1. The tweet explicitly expresses opinion/sentiment about the target 2. The tweet expresses opinion/sentiment about something/someone other than the target 3. The tweet is not expressing opinion/sentiment
For each of the five selected targets, we randomly sampled 1,000 tweets from the 1.7 million tweets initially gathered from Twitter. Each of these tweets was uploaded on CrowdFlower for annotation as per the questionnaire shown above. 5 Each instance was annotated by at least eight annotators. For each target, the data not annotated for stance is used as the domain corpus-a set of unlabeled tweets that can be used to obtain information helpful to determine stance, such as relationships between relevant entities.
Analysis of Stance Annotations
The number of instances that were marked as neutral stance (option 3 in question 1) was less than 1%. Thus, we merged options 3 and 4 into one 'neither in favor nor against' option ('neither' for short). The inter-annotator agreement was 73.1% for question 1 (stance) and 66.2% for Question 2 (target of opinion). 6 These statistics are for the complete annotated dataset, which include instances that were genuinely difficult to annotate for stance (possibly because the tweets were too ungrammatical or vague) and/or instances that received poor annotations from the crowd workers (possibly because the particular annotator did not understand the tweet or its context). We selected instances with agreement equal or greater than 60% (at least 5 out of 8 annotators must agree)
on Question 1 (stance) to create a dataset for machine learning experiments. 7 We will refer to this dataset as the Stance Dataset. The inter-annotator agreement on this Stance Dataset is 81.85% for question 1 (stance) and 68.9% for Question 2 (target of opinion). The rest of the instances are kept aside for future investigation. We partitioned the Stance Dataset into training and test sets based on the timestamps of the tweets. All annotated tweets were ordered by their timestamps, and the first 70% of the tweets formed the training set and the last 30% formed the test set. Table 2 shows the distribution of instances in the Stance Dataset. Table 3 shows the distribution of responses to Question 2 (whether opinion is expressed directly about the given target). Observe that the percentage of 'opinion towards other' varies across different targets from 27% to 46%. Table 4 shows the distribution of instances by target of opinion for the 'favor' and 'against' stance labels. Observe that, as in Example 3, in a number of tweets from which we can infer unfavorable stance towards a target, the target of opinion is someone/something other than the target (about 26.5%). Manual inspection of the data also revealed that in a number of instances, the target is not directly mentioned, and yet stance towards the target was determined by the annotators. About 28% of the 'Hillary Clinton' instances and 67% of the 'Legalization of Abortion' instances were found to be of this kind-they did not mention 'Hillary' or 'Clinton' and did not mention 'abortion', 'pro-life', and 'pro-choice', respectively (case insensitive; with or without hashtag; with or without hyphen). Examples (1) and (4) shown earlier are instances of this, and are taken from our dataset.
Labeling the Stance Set for Sentiment
A key research question is the extent to which sentiment is correlated with stance. To that end, we annotated the same Stance Train and Test datasets described above for sentiment in a separate annotation project a few months later. We followed a procedure for annotation on CrowdFlower similar to that described above for stance, but now provided only the tweet (no target). We asked respondents to label the tweets as either positive, negative, or neither. The 'neither' category includes Table 4 : Distribution of target of opinion across stance labels.
mixed and neutral sentiment. The inter-annotator agreement on the sentiment responses was 85.6%. Table 5 shows the distribution of sentiment labels in the training and test sets. Note that tweets corresponding to all targets, except 'Atheism', are predominantly negative.
A Common Text Classification Framework for Stance and Sentiment
Past work has shown that the most useful features for sentiment analysis are word and character n-grams and sentiment lexicons, whereas others such as negation features, part-of-speech features, and punctuation have a smaller impact (Wilson et al., 2013; Mohammad et al., 2013; Kiritchenko et al., 2014b; Rosenthal et al., 2015) . More recently, features drawn from word embeddings have been shown to be effective in various text classification tasks such as sentiment analysis (Tang et al., 2014) and named entity recognition (Turian et al., 2010) . All of these features are expected to be useful in stance classification as well. However, it is unclear which features will be more useful (and to what extent) for detecting stance as opposed to sentiment. Since we now have a dataset annotated for both stance and sentiment, we create a common text classification system (machine learning framework and features) and apply it to the Stance Dataset for detecting both stance and sentiment. There is one exception to the common machine learning framework. The words and concepts used in tweets corresponding to the three stance categories are not expected to generalize across the targets. Thus, the stance system learns a separate model from training data pertaining to each of the targets. 8 Positive and negative language tend to have sufficient amount of commonality regardless of topic of discussion, and hence sentiment analysis systems traditionally learn a single model from all of the training data (Liu, 2015; Kiritchenko et al., 2014b; Rosenthal et al., 2015) . Thus our sentiment experiments are also based on a single model trained on all of the Stance Training set. 9 Tweets are tokenized and part-of-speech tagged with the CMU Twitter NLP tool (Gimpel et al., 2011) . We train a linear-kernel Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier on the Stance training set. SVM is a state-of-the-art learning algorithm proved to be effective on text categorization tasks and robust on large feature spaces. The SVM parameters are tuned using 5-fold cross-validation on Stance Training set. We used the implementation provided in Scikit-learn Machine Learning library (Pedregosa et al., 2011) .
The features used in our text classification system are described below: 10
• n-grams: presence or absence of contiguous sequences of 1, 2 and 3 tokens (word n-grams); presence or absence of contiguous sequences of 2, 3, 4, and 5 characters (character n-grams);
• word embeddings: the average of the word vectors for words appearing in a given 8 We built a stance system that learns a single model from all training tweets, but its performance was worse.
9 Training different models for each target did not yield better results.
10 Use of tweet meta-information is left for future work. tweet. 11 We derive 100-dimensional word vectors using Word2Vec Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013) trained over the Domain Corpus. (Recall that the Domain Corpus is the large set of unlabeled tweets pertaining to the five targets that were not manually labeled for stance).
% of instances in
• sentiment features: features drawn from sentiment lexicons as suggested in (Kiritchenko et al., 2014b) . The lexicons used include NRC Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2010), Hu and Liu Lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004) , MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005) , and NRC Hashtag Sentiment and Emoticon Lexicons (Kiritchenko et al., 2014b) .
Some other feature sets that we experimented with, via cross-validation on the training set, included word embeddings trained on a generic Twitter corpus (not the domain corpus), the number of occurrences of each part-of-speech tag, the number of repeated sequences of exclamation or question marks, and the number of words with one character repeated more than two times (for example, yessss). However, they did not improve results there, and so we did not include them for the test set experiments. We evaluate the learned models on the Stance Test set. As the evaluation measure, we use the average of the F1-scores (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) for the two main classes: 12 For stance classification:
For sentiment classification:
11 Averaging is a commonly used vector combination method, although other approaches can also be pursued.
12 A similar metric was used in the past for sentiment analysis-SemEval 2013 Task 2 (Wilson et al., 2013) .
Note that F avg can be determined for all of the test instances or for each target data separately. We will refer to the F avg obtained through the former method as F-micro-across-targets or FmicroT (for short). On the other hand, the F avg obtained through the latter method, that is, by averaging the F avg calculated for each target separately, will be called F-macro-across-targets or F-macroT (for short). F-microT was used as the bottom-line evaluation metric in the SemEval-2016 shared task on stance detection. Note that systems that perform relatively better on the more frequent target classes will obtain higher F-microT scores. On the other hand, to obtain a high FmacroT score a system has to perform well on all target classes.
Results of Automatic Systems
In the two subsections below, we present results obtained by the classifiers described above on detecting stance and sentiment, respectively, on the Stance Test set. (Cross-validation experiments on the Stance Training set produced similar resultsand are thus not shown.) Table 6 shows the overall results obtained by the automatic stance classifiers. Row i. shows results obtained by a random classifier (a classifier that randomly assigns a stance class to each instance), and row ii. shows results obtained by the majority classifier (a classifier that simply labels every instance with the majority class per target). Observe that F-microT for the majority class baseline is noticeably high. This is mostly due to the differences in the class distributions for the five targets: for most of the targets the majority of the instances are labeled as 'against' whereas for target 'Climate Change is a Real Concern' most of the data are labeled as 'favor'. Therefore, the F-scores for the classes 'favor' and 'against' are more balanced over all targets than for just 
Results for Stance Classification

Results of an Oracle Sentiment Benchmark:
The Stance Dataset with labels for both stance and sentiment allows us, for the first time, to conduct an experiment to determine the extent to which stance detection can be solved with sentiment analysis alone. Specifically, we determine the performance of an oracle system that assigns stance as follows: For each target, select a sentiment-tostance assignment (mapping all positive instances to 'favor' and all negative instances to 'against' OR mapping all positive instances to 'against' and all negative instances to 'favor') that maximizes the F-macroT score. We call this benchmark the Oracle Sentiment Benchmark. This benchmark is informative because it gives an upper bound of the F-score one can expect when using a traditional sentiment system for stance detection by simply mapping sentiment labels to stance labels. Row iv. in Table 6 shows the F-scores obtained by the Oracle Sentiment Benchmark on the test set. Observe that the F-macroT score is markedly higher than the corresponding score for the majority baseline, but yet much lower than 100%. This shows that even though sentiment can play a key role in detecting stance, sentiment alone is not sufficient.
Results Obtained by Our Classifier: Rows a., b., c., and d. show results obtained by our SVM classifier using n-gram features alone, n-grams and word embedding features, n-grams and sentiment lexicon features, and n-grams, word embeddings, and sentiment lexicon features ('all three feature sets'), respectively. The results in row a. show the performance that can be achieved on this test set using only the provided training data and no external resources (such as lexicons and extra labeled or unlabeled data). Observe that the results obtained by our system surpass the results obtained by the winning team in the SemEval shared task (row iii.). Also note that while the n-grams and word embeddings alone provide the highest F-microT score, the sentiment lexicon features are beneficial if one is interested in a higher F-macroT score. Table 7 shows F-scores for tweets pertaining to each of the targets. Observe that the word embedding features are beneficial for four out of five targets. The sentiment lexicon features bring additional improvements for two targets, 'Atheism' and 'Hillary Clinton'.
Recall that the Stance Dataset is also annotated for whether opinion is expressed directly about the target, about somebody/someone other than the target, or no opinion is being expressed. Table 8 shows stance detection F-scores obtained on tweets that express opinion directly towards the target and on tweets that express opinion towards others. (The number of tweets for 'no opinion is being expressed' is small, and thus not covered in this experiment.) Observe that the performance of the classifier is considerably better for tweets where opinion is expressed towards the target, than otherwise. Detecting stance towards a given target from tweets that express opinion about some other entity has not been addressed in our research community, and results in Table  8 show that it is particularly challenging. We hope that this dataset will encourage more work to address this gap in performance. Table 9 shows results obtained by various automatic classification systems on the sentiment labels of the Stance Dataset. Observe that the scores obtained by the majority class baseline for the three-way sentiment classification is similar to the majority class baseline for the three-way stance classification. Nonetheless, the text classification system obtains markedly higher scores on sentiment prediction than on predicting stance. Observe also that on this sentiment task (unlike the stance task) the sentiment lexicon features are particularly useful (see row b.). Word embeddings features provide improvements over n-grams (row c.); however, adding them on top of n-grams and Table 10 : Sentiment Classification: F-microT on tweets with opinion towards the target and tweets with opinion towards another entity.
Results for Sentiment Classification
sentiment features is not beneficial (row d.). Table 10 shows the performance of the sentiment classifier on tweets that express opinion towards the given target and those that express opinion about another entity. Observe that the sentiment prediction performance (unlike stance prediction performance) is similar on the two sets of tweets. This shows that the two sets of tweets are not qualitatively different in how they express opinion. However, since one set expresses opinion about an entity other than the target of interest, detecting stance towards the target of interest from them is notably more challenging.
Related Work
SemEval-2016 Task #6. The SemEval-2016 Task 'Detecting Stance in Tweets' received submissions from 19 teams, wherein the highest classification F-score obtained was 67.82. The best performing systems used standard text classification features such as those drawn from n-grams, word vectors, and sentiment lexicons. Some teams drew additional gains from noisy stance-labeled data created using distant supervision techniques. A large number of teams used word embeddings and some used deep neural networks such as RNNs and convolutional neural nets. Nonetheless, none of these systems surpassed our results presented here.
Other Stance Detection Work. In work by Somasundaran and Wiebe (2010) , a lexicon for detecting argument trigger expressions was created and subsequently leveraged to identify arguments. These extracted arguments, together with sentiment expressions and their targets, were employed in a supervised learner as features for stance classification. Anand et al. (2011) deployed a rule-based classifier with several features such as unigrams, bigrams, punctuation marks, syntactic dependencies and the dialogic structure of the posts. Here, we did not explore dependency features since dependency parsers are not as accurate on tweets. Additionally, Anand et al. (2011) showed that there is no significant difference in performance between systems that use only unigrams and systems that also use other features such as LIWC and opinion or POS generalized dependencies in stance classification. Some of these features were used by the teams participating in the SemEval task over this dataset; however, their systems' performances were lower than the performance showed by our stance detection system. The dialogic relations of agreements and disagreements between posts were exploited by Walker et al. (2012) . These relationships are not provided for our Stance dataset. Sobhani et al. (2015) extracted arguments used in online news comments to leverage them as extra features for detecting stance. Faulkner (2014) investigated the problem of detecting documentlevel stance in student essays by making use of two sets of features that are supposed to represent stance-taking language. Deng and Wiebe (2014) investigated the relationships and interactions among entities and events explicitly mentioned in the text with the goal of improving sentiment classification. In stance classification, however, the predetermined target of interest may not be mentioned in the text, or may not be the target of opinion in the text. Rajadesingan and Liu (2014) determined stance at user level based on the assumption that if several users retweet one pair of tweets about a controversial topic, it is likely that they support the same side of a debate. In this work, we focus on detecting stance, as well as possible, from a single tweet. Features that help to this end will likely also be useful when there is access to multiple tweets from the same tweeter.
Sentiment Analysis and Related Tasks. There is a vast amount of work in sentiment analysis of tweets, and we refer the reader to surveys (Pang and Lee, 2008; Liu and Zhang, 2012; and proceedings of recent shared task competitions (Wilson et al., 2013; Rosenthal et al., 2015) . Closely-related is the area of aspect based sentiment analysis (ABSA), where the goal is to determine sentiment towards aspects of a product such as speed of processor and screen resolution of a cell phone. We refer the reader to SemEval proceedings for related work on ABSA (Pontiki et al., 2015; Pontiki et al., 2014) . Mohammad et al. (2013) and Kiritchenko et al. (2014a) came first in the SemEval-2013 Sentiment in Twitter and SemEval-2014 ABSA shared tasks. We use most of the features they proposed in our classifier. There are other subtasks in opinion mining related to stance classification, such as biased language detection (Recasens et al., 2013; Yano et al., 2010) , perspective identification (Lin et al., 2006) and user classification based on their views (Kato et al., 2008) . Perspective identification was defined as the subjective evaluation of points of view (Lin et al., 2006) . None of the prior work has created a dataset annotated for both stance and sentiment.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented the first dataset of tweets annotated for both stance towards given targets and sentiment. Partitions of the stance-annotated data created as part of this project were used as training and test sets in the SemEval-2016 shared task 'Task #6: Detecting Stance in Tweets' that received submissions from 19 teams. We proposed a simple, but effective stance detection system that obtained an F-score (70.32) higher than the one obtained by the more complex, best-performing system in the competition. We used a linear-kernel SVM classifier that leveraged word and character n-grams as well as sentiment features drawn from available sentiment lexicons and word-embedding features drawn from additional unlabeled data.
Finally, we conducted several experiments to tease out the interactions between the stance and sentiment. Notably, we showed that even though sentiment features are useful for stance detection, they alone are not sufficient. We also showed that even though humans are capable of detecting stance towards a given target from texts that express opinion towards a different target, automatic systems perform poorly on such data.
The features we used are not new to the community and not specifically tailored for stance detection. Nonetheless, they outperform those developed by the 19 teams that participated in the SemEval-2016 shared task on this dataset. This emphasizes the need for more research in exploring novel techniques specifically suited for detecting stance. Some avenues of future work include obtaining more sophisticated features such as those derived from dependency parse trees and automatically generated entity-entity relationship knowledge bases. Knowing that entity X is an adversary of entity Y can be useful in detecting stance towards Y from tweets that express opinion about X. One may also pursue more sophisticated classifiers, for example, deep architectures that jointly model stance, target of opinion, and sentiment. We are also interested in developing stance detection systems that do not require stance-labeled instances for the target of interest, but instead, can learn from existing stance-labeled instances for other targets in the same domain. We also want to model the ways in which stance is conveyed, and how the distribution of stance towards a target changes over time.
